
The Safer Neighbourhood Panels (SNP) have been introduced by the Police and Crime 
Commissioner (PCC). It is a group that is open to residents and those closely associated with 
the community. The role of the panel is to hold the Local Police Commander to account. The 
panels can choose to monitor and scrutinise any aspect of local policing. 
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Scrutiny Report Summary 

Stoke (Central/North/South) Safer Neighbourhood Panel 
SNP Topic: 
101 call handling 

Report Author(s): 
Elaine Cantrell / George Beech 

Date: 
29.06.17 

Reason for review: 
 To assess the quality of the service given during 101 calls. 
Documents & information reviewed: 
Scrutiny session was held in April 2017 at Stafford HQ, 
10 recordings, chosen by staff, of actual calls were relayed to all 18 SNP members present (2 
represented Stoke South) Some had to be repeated due to poor sound quality. 
 

Background summary to review process: 
SNP Members attended a training session in March 2017. 
The SNP members act as Mystery Shoppers and filled in a form for each call. We answered 8 
questions by ticking 1 of the 5 boxes indicating the quality of the handling as we saw it.       

Findings of review: 
The majority of calls were excellent, some outstanding; only a couple needed some adjustments to their 
approach. 
Please see attached SNP Mystery Shopper report  

 

Conclusion of Review and Recommendations made: 

The staff were praised for the way they handled the calls. The major failing was when the handler did 
not keep the caller informed - silences - and failed to advise as to the outcome of the call.  
Panel members felt that the staff should not have selected the calls – this should have been done 
independently by the panel members to allow for total transparency, 
 

Comment by Chief Inspector: 
 

 


